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INTRODUCTION II I' 
! Purpose. 
I! The treatment of each child and its parents in a 
J Child Guidance Center consumes numerous hours of the time of 
II 
I 
highly trained personnel. The dollars and cents cost to 
the agency involved in withdrawal of cases with little or no 
Beyond this very real con-
l
lj improvement is fairly obvious. 
sideration is the aim of the Worcester Youth Guidance Center 
to serve, in the best way po s sible, the community's child-
ren who have emotional problems. The question of what to 
look for during intake and the treatment contacts which 
might forbode later withdrawal of the patient is of con-
stant concern in clinics and social agencies. 
I The purpose of this study is to examine some of the 
lj factors which might be related to the parent's wit:P.drawal 
II from treatment at the worcester Yout h Guidance Center. In 
this study the writer is interested in the following general 
questions: 
1 . Are there early indications as to possible 
" withdrawal from treatment later'? 
,I 
ll 2. Are there factors in the treatment situa-
tion that might in themselves contribute toward withdrawal'? 
In attempting to answer these general questions 
---==--='---~-= 
several other questions arise as to factors which might have 
influenced the outcome of the cases. What was the duration 
of the problem? What was the attitude of the parents toward 
treatment? What was the referral source? was there par-
ticipation by both parents in the intake and treatment inter-
views? What were the factors in the parents personality 
which seemed most outstanding to the worker~ was there a 
transfer of work~rs and did this have any effect? What was 
the discipline and sex of the worker at the time of withdraw-
al? were there reality factors operation at the time of 
withdrawal (such as small children in the home or pregnancy 
' of the mother)? 
This study is not intended to be a critical appraisal 
of the work of the Center as a whole, but an examination of 
withdrav/D cases to see if they provide some indication of why 
they withdrew. The writer feels that such information can be 
incorporated into the study of the intake policy now being 
made by the social service department of the Center. With 
this purpose in mind the writer used the Center's Intake 
Classification1 to describe the problems of the referral. 
The philosophy behind this classification emphasizes the 
' severity of the problem and the amount it involves the total 
personality .and the environment rather than its overt sympt-
omatology shown in the lying or stealing, etc., of the child. 
The classifications referred to in Table III and given in 
l. Appendix iii, iv, v. 
2 
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detail in the appendix are an evaluation of the depth of the 
problems with the idea of prognosticating the complexity of 
treatment. 
Selection of Cases. 
This study will consist of fifteen cases selected from 
the closed files of two years according to the following 
criteria: 
1. They were recorded as "Withdrawn from Treat-
ment"; 
2. The case material indicated that the parent 1 s 
wish to terminate was the primary factor involved in the with- , 
drawal; 
3. The adult or adults seen in the treatment 
process were the real parent or parents of the child; 
4· The cases were seen in at least one treat-
ment interview prior to withdrawal; 
5. The cases were withdrawn after December 1951 
and before January 1954; 
6. The recording was completed. 
Fifteen cases in two years met the above criteria. 
Scope of study and Method of Procedure. 
This study is limited to an analysis of fifteen cases 
in the worcester Youth Guidance Center which withdrew from 
treatment after December 1951 and before January 1954. With 
such a limited number of cases, therefore, the study is valid 
only for the se cases in this particular agency. Further, the 
3 
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judgment and evaluations of the worker rests on the qualifi- ~ 
cations maintained by the Center. Finally this is a study 
of certain factors about the mother regardless of specific 
treatment developments in the child. 
The material will be presented by chapters with 
lj Chapter Two describing the worcester Youth Guidance Center. 
II 
Chapter Three will be comprised of the background material 
ij of all fifteen cases while Chapter four will discuss five 
'I 
representative cases. The summary and conclusions will be 
I 
I contained in Chapter Five. 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORCESTER YOUTH GUIDANCE CENTER1 
The Center was established in 1921 as an out-patient 
service of the worcester State Hospital and was known as the 
worcester Child Guidance Clinic. Consideration was taken 
of the public's feelings about mental institutions and the 
Clinic was moved from the hospital grounds to Memorial Hospi-
tal. It was later moved to separate quarters in a resi-
dential section of the city and now is permanently located 
close to the business section. 
During the year of 1929 the Clinic's first full time 
psychiatrist and director was appointed. Under his direction 
the Clinic expanded and became well established. The policy 
he stressed was centered on the treatment of delinquent 
children. 
In 1948 there was an attempt to define the role of 
the agency to the Community in terms of preventative services. 
It was hoped that by offering services to children up to the 
age of seventeen, older children could be attracted to use 
the services • It was also felt that the word ''Clinic" had 
too many associations with the treatment of mental illness, 
and the name was changed to Worcester Youth Guidance Center. 
1. Worcester Youth Guidance Center Policy and 
Procedure Manual. 
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Fees charged at the Center are based on a graduated 
scale ranging from ten cents to fifteen dollars per week 
regardless of the number of interviews and according to the 
family budget. Although this system is now in the process of 
revision, the present method provides for the fee to be paid 
on a weekly basis for the combined services to the parent or 
parents and child. The fees, up to this writing., are the same 
regardless of the type of service; intake, diagnosis, or 
treatment. The remainder of the Center's financial support 
is gained from several sources; the Community Chest, the 
State Department of Mental Hygiene,and the United States 
Public Health Service. 
Being partially supported by State funds the Center 
is in reality a state-wide agency and accepts clients from 
the entire state. However, because of the increased demands 
of the community for the services of the Center the services 
have been limited by a change of policy, a joint board and 
staff decision, in the su~ner of 1950. It was felt that the 
Center could give it's full services most efficiently to a 
limited geographical area. The a·rea chosen was Greater 
worcester which includes those towns contributing to the 
Community Chest and Council of Worcester . All applicants 
.. from outside this area can be eligible only for limited 
services. 
The Center's limited services are diagnostic studies 
6 
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and consultation services. The number of clients who shall 
be eligible for this limited service can comprise only five 
percent of the total case load. 
The Center also operates the State Travelling School 
Clinic for the Greater worcester area. After a shortage of 
11 personnel halted its function, it was reestablished in the 
1! latter part of 1953. Although the operation of the School 
Clinic is provided for by State law to test defective children, 
its present staff of a psychiatrist, a psychologist, and a 
social worker feel emphasis should be placed on mental hygiene 
gained through teacher education. 
The aim of the Center is to offer psychiatric 
treatment to children and soc-ial casework services to the pa-
rents simultaneously to help them solve the problem of 
living together. All aspects of the child's situation are 
studied . This involves the parents as the parent's attitudes 
and feelings are regarded as the chief determinants of the 
child's problems. Parents are accepted, not as mere in-
formants or sources of information, but as individuals who 
are involved in the complex and troubled relationship with 
the child. Their own emotional conflicts, especially those 
having to do with the relationship, are worked with to 
change the environment of the child. 
The Center staff works in the team approach in diag-
nosing and treating. They include psychiatrists who have 
7 
special training in adult and child psychiatry, social workers 
who have advanced degrees and experience in psychiatric case-
work treatment with emphasis on the problems of children, and 
psychologists who have special training and experience in 
psychological testing to determine intelligence, special 
abilities and disabilities, and personality factors in children. 
The Center allows some flexibility in the assignment 
of either a child or adult to any member of the team even 
though the members of the various disciplines follow their 
general runctioning. Treatment of both child's and parent's 
problems is based on diagnosis by the clinical team. 
The intake process begins with the initial telephone 
call , letter, or visit by the applicant. Self referrals are 
encouraged though some referrals come from other sources than 
the parent or child himself. At intake, clarification is 
undertaken about the kind of service that can be offered as 
it seems to be in the best interests of the clients. 
Services of the Center: 
Diagnostic Studies: 
Although there may be some overlapping purposes in the 
,, ill:dividual studies, diagnostic studie~ fall into the follow-
ing major categories: 
1. Determination of intellectual ability. 
2. Establishing diagnosis. 
a. Whether mental retardation is due to emotional 
8 
or organic factors. 
b. Clarifying mother-child relationships. 
c. Area and/or basis of problem. 
d. Basis of treatment. 
3· For court referrals . 
4• Determination of need of treatment. 
a. To see if client meets eligibility require-
ments. 
5. Determination of treatability. 
a. Evaluation of child and determination of 
mother's accessibility. 
6. Adoption service. 
One of the uses of the diagnostic study not shown as a 
distinct item of the above is its use as a tool to involve 
or make the parent aware of his role in the child's difficulty. 
A diagnostic study at the Center consists of casework 
interviews with the mother by the social worker, and psycholo- , 
gical testing of the child by a psychologist. If the child 
is untestable , as is sometimes the case, then play observation 
is used and this can be done either by a psychologist or a 
psychiatrist . Occasionally the child may be seen for testing 
and observation by the psychologist and observation only by 
the psychiatrist. The study is then written up in a standard 
form and presented at a conference which is presided over by 
1 the Chiefs of the various disciplines. 
I 
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Treatment. 
Treatment of the child's problem is based on diagnosis 
by t he clinical team. Since the problems of no two children 
are identical, each treatment program is carefully worked out 
to fit the child and the mother . The type and length of 
treatment is varied. Excepting those whose primary problem 
is one of mental deficiency all children up to the age of 
seventeen years can be accepted for treatment . 
Consultation Services. 
Services of the Center staff are available on an 
advisory basis to social agencies when they are dealing with 
children's problems . A portion of the time for the Center is 
available on an educat ional basis to community groups 
studying the -behavior of children. 
10 
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CHAPTER III 
BACKGROUND MATERIAL OF THE CASES 
This chapter presents the background material for the 
purpose of giving a picture of the fifteen cases being pre-
sented for study. It will include data pertaining to the age 
and sex of the children, duration of the problems prior to 
application, problem classification1 , referral source, inter-
views with the parents, status of the case at withdrawal, and 
the parents r eason for withdrawa l. 
TABLE I 
AGE AND SEX DI STRIBUTION OF THE CHILDREN 
Age at application Boys Girls Total 
6 - 7 1 3 4 
8 - 9 4 2 6 
10 - 11 2 2 4 
11 - 12 1 0 1 
Total 8 7 
In the fifteen cases studied , it is ob served tha t 
eight of the children are boys. In child guidance clinics 
it is found that there are usually more boys comprising the 
1. Supra Chapter I p. 2 . 
11 
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patient population than girls.2 In this particular study, 
the number of boys is very similar to the number of girls 
but this cannot be taken as a feature withdrawn cases because 
of the small number of cases involved. 
~~ The age span covered is related to the predominant 
I ages of children in treatment at child guidance clinics 
I 
I 
I' 
,I 
when children's contacts outside the home bring the problems 
more forcefully to the parent's awareness. 
Consideration of the ages of these children makes 
the duration of the problem prior to application given in 
Table II particularly outstanding. 
TABLE II 
DURATION OF PROBLEMS PRIOR TO APPLICATION 
Length of Time Number of Cases 
0 years 
- 1 years 2 
2 years - 3 years 0 
4 years - 5 years 7 
6 years 
- 7 years 5 
8 years 
- 9 years 1 
Total 15 
2. Success and Failure of Treatment of Children in 
The Child Guidance Clinics of the Jewish Board of Guardlan, 
Research Monograph #1~ p • . 13. 
12 
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Table II indicates that a considerable length of time 
elapsed since the problems were firs t noticed and the parent 
1 came to the Center for help. In twelve of the fifteen cases, 
11 over i'our years went by bei'ore the referral. The average 
age of the child in treatment was almost nine years indica-
ting that t he problems had existed for almost i'ifty percent or 
the child's life before help was sought. In the records the 
duration of the problems was given by the mother and was 
taken on its face value although indications were often given 
that the problems might have existed a longer time than was 
sta ted. 
Intake Groups 
TABLE III 
PROBLEM CLASSIFICATION 
Intake Group 1 (least severe ) 
Intake Group 2 
Intake Group 3 (most severe) 
Total 
Number of Cases 
1 
6 
8 
15 
The Problem Classification shown in Table III is 
based on the Intake Classii'ication3 rei'erred to in the 
3. See Appendix iii, iv, v. 
13 
1 discussion of the intake study.4 The large number of cases 
which fall into Groups 2 and 3 would indicate that those 
problems of greatest severity are more susceptable to 
, withdrawal. The table shows only one case i n fifteen which 
i s placed in Group 1. 
Source 
Friend 
Relative 
School 
TABLE IV 
REFERRAL SOURCES 
Number of Cases 
2 
1 
Physician or Psychiatrist 
7 
5 
Total 15 
Table ' IV shows a breakdown of the sources which 
referred the parent to the Center fo r help. The greatest 
number of referrals, seven, came f r om the schools with the 
physicians or psychia t rists coming next with five. The 
smallest number came from relatives and friends wi t h one and 
two respectively. It is notable that there were no self-
'
1 referrals in any of the fifteen cases. 
4• Supra Chapter I p. 2 
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Tab les V and VI lis t the ntunber of i n t erviews and 
the cancellations by the parent . " Interv iews " as i t is used 
i n thi s list does not i n clude diagnostic or intake interviews . I 
I 
It i nc l udes only t hose fac e to face contacts after treatment 
had begun. '' Cancellations" include the f ail ure of the parent 
to k eep a regularly scheduled appointment fo r reasons other 
than a holiday or the absence of the worker . Table V lists 
the i nterview and cancellations by the parent in the six 
cases when there were eight or fewer i nterviews . 
case 
I 
II 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
XIV 
Total 6 
TABLE V 
I NTERVIE~S AND CANCELLATIONS BY PARE1~S 
HAVING EIGHT OR FEWER I NTERVIEVV"S 
Number of Interviews Number of Cance l lations 
3 7 I 
2 0 
8 0 
5 0 
8 1 
6 5 
32 13 
Ou t of the forty-fi v e i nterv iews offered to the 
parents listed in Table V there were thirteen cancellat i ons 
or twenty-one percent of the tot al off ered ., 
f - -- - ~~---=--- =-
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II 
15 
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Included in Table VI is the only case , number v, 
where both parents were seen in treatment. The interviews 
and cancellations o.f b oth were placed together .for clarity. 
Thj_s list includes those parents having twenty .four or more 
interviews. The cases total nine .• 
TABLE VI 
INTERVIEWS AND CANCELLATIONS BY PARENrS 
HAVING T\il!ENTY-F01JR OR MORE INTERVIEW'S 
II 
I 
c ase Number o.f Interviews Nu.r.aber o.f Cancellat lons
1 
III 36 2 
IV 28 1 
v 26 3 
VI 61 20 
VII q.l 3 
VIII 50 6 
IX 45 15 
X 26 1 
XV 24 2 
Total 9 337 53 
In Table VI the number o.f interviews o.f.fered .for 
the second group o.f parents totaled 390 with .fi.fty-three 
cancellations or .fourteen percent. Both lists present a 
scatter o.f both .factors . The scatter is so wide that the 
~ 
II 
II 
I 
I 
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I 
would appear to give little indication of the usual outcome 
of a case. With such a lack of correlation between the num-
ber of cancelations and the number of interviews. It is only 
possible to present them individually. 
Selecting the reason given by the parent in with-
drawing, the writer chose the one direc t ly verbalized to the 
worke r a s this reason seemed most indicative of the client's 
feelings toward treatment. 
TABLE VII 
REASON GIVEN BY P~~ENT FOR WITHDRAWAL 
Reason Number of Cases 
1. Time would be better used 1 
by someone else 
2. No need for further help 6 
3· Child does not care to continue 1 
4· Did not receive help 3 
5. work 1 
6. No reason given 3 
15 
Of the six reasons shown in Table VII the larges t 
., number given was that the parent feels the child needs no 
) fu~ther help. Reasons 1 and 3 suggest that they were chosen 
1!_ for want of something to say whereas reason 5 is only 
~ ===- -=---=..=--.=-~--===:--=- = - ~---- ---=-=--==-=--=-...:;;....:;;..==----=- -=-- ..... 
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superficially realistic as the record indicates the mother 
was unable to face the change within the daughter.5 
Reason 4 seems the most indicative of the attitude of the 
parent since they perhaps did not receive the type of help 
they sought. 
s tatus 
No Improvement 
TABLE VIII 
STATUS AT WITHDRAWAL 
Number of Cases 
Little Improvement 
4 
8 
Improved 3 
Total 15 
The "Status " us ed in Table VIII is the same 
classification used in the closing summary of the cases 
in the Study. The writer interpreted the words "Slight 
Improvement" in one case to me an the same as "Little 
Improvement." 
The Status at Withdrawal shown in this mble 
indicates some correlation between the number of interviews 
by 
5. See Appendix vi for comparison with reasons given 
the Center. 
18 
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and the amount of improvement. Broken down the numbers 
show that all four cases without improvement were all cases 
having eight or fewer interviews. None of those cases were 
classified as "Improved.•• 
19 
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CHAPTER IV 
STUDY OF THE CASES 
The cases are divided into two groups; the firs t 
group of six cases having less than nine treatment interviews 
before they withdrew and the second group of nine cases having 
twenty-four or more treatment interviews. 
Cases I and II were chosen as representative of the 
first group as the parent in Case I had three treatment inter-
views and the parent in Case II had two treatment interviews. 
In the presentations and analysis special attention will be 
given to the place of the father in treatment, the atti tud e 
of the parent toward treatment, features that the worker saw 
as part of the parent's personality, and whether or not there 
was a transfer of workers during treatment. Also the sex and 
discipline of the worke r and the possible presence of reality 
factors at the time of withdrawal will be shown. 
Case I emphasizes the role of the father in treatment . 
Case I 
This is the case of a nine year old boy who 
lives with his mother aged thirty-two, his step-father 
aged t wenty-five, and a younger brother aged four. His 
mother wa s referred to the Center by a sister-in-law 
who knew of its function. Jim's problems, given dur-
ing intake, included fear of the dark, hyperactivity, 
learning problems, headaches, lack of friends, easily 
upset, crying, and absentmindedness. The mother 
indicated that a majority of thes e problems existed 
from the time he was four years old or longer. 
Jim's real father was separated from the home 
when Jim was five months old and divorced from the 
20 
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mother when he was two years old. His step-father 
is employed as a truck driver and finds little time 
to be with his children. The step-father came to the 
initial intake interview, primarily expressing con-
cern over Jim's fear of the dark and his "strange 
talk" about this fear. Although he expressed a 
desire for a second interview without his wife he 
failed to keep it. 
The mother seems to identify with Jim; his "feel-
ings of inferiority~, reactions to frustration, etc. 
She expresses a great deal of feelings of inferiority 
and inadequacy saying how she would never be the 
mother her own was because she '1 just wasn't cut out 
to be onen. Apparent is her anxiety about her marriage 
to a man seven years her junior as she accuses him 
of infidelity without apparent justification. She 
has shown a need for conformity being very rigid in 
some respects toward Jim. This is apparent in her 
attempts to toilet train the boy by placing a cup 
beneath him when he was two weeks old and she felt 
he was going to have a bowel movement. 
The mother was seen twice during intake after 
having made a personal appearance to make the initial 
appo intment. She failed to come on the scheduled 
appointment for intake saying she became confused 
over the time. The intake worker saw her to be very 
insecure although she outwardly demonstrated many 
aggressive traits . She was also seen to be hostile 
towards the boy because of the possibility of his 
being symbolic of her early relationships with a 
younger brother. There was so~e concern over Jim's 
problems shown during intake but the help she asked 
for herself was seen to be for her "nervousness" over 
losing her husband. Also brought out was her n eed 
for punishment a s she spoke often of putting up with 
a great deal of pain prior to being operated on as 
well as doing tttoo much'' very soon after the oper-
ation. 
After the first treatment interview, during 
which the mother projected a great deal of the prob-
lem on to her husband, she came to the Center one 
half hour late for her next appointment. out of a 
total of ten interviews the mother came only on three 
occasions. Missing once between the second and third 
interview before withdrawing altogether. She did on 
several occasions call the Center, after failing, to 
-===.--=- - --
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to explain that her car broke down or that she 
wasn't feeling well. She finally did not contact 
nor answer the worker's letters. The worker felt 
that the reasons for withdrawal dwell in her reac-
tion to too strong a transference which she could 
not bear and her inability to compete with the 
female therapist for her son. 
Status at withdrawal: Unimproved 
Analysis 
In this case Jim's problems fall into the catagory 
., of Intake Group 3l on the basis of their pathology extend-
ing to most areas of the child's adjustment and because 
~ the problems include extensive neurotic disturbances such 
I 
!i as a long term, isolated, and restricted personality with 
hyperactivity. The problems were of long duration before 
the child was seen ha v ing existed for at least five years 
prior to application for treatment. , 
The step-father, aged twenty-five, was seen with his 
wife during intake but he remained inactive throughout the 
remaining tr ea tment time. Thi s inactivity and his bearing 
during the intake interview indica ted to the worker that he 
took an extremely passive role in the family. The worker 
came to this conclusion apparently b ecause of the manner in 
which the step-father reacted in the interview, letting his 
wife carry the burden of the conversation and make the de-
1 . See appendix v. 
22 
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cisions for the both of them. He is employed as a truck 
driver but little is known concerning his history. The 
children assume him to be there real father as Jim was only 
two when the real father left the home for good. 
Although this is only one of two cases where the 
father was seen in intake and the only case where there is a 
step-father in the family it indicates passivity or indif-
ference to treatment on the part oft he male figure in all 
but two of the cases. One of these two cases will be pre-
~ sented later in the chapter showing how the father was in 
treatment, hence not indifferent, but a's an extremely passive 
II 
II 
II 
person. The other case where the father was not typical show-
ed his indifference to treatment by being the cause of the 
withdrawal. His attitude was one of not seeing any sense in 
coming to such a clinic for help. He felt the problem could 
be handled at home. 
The mother, thirty-two, seemed less concerned over 
the problems of Jim than she was over her own marital prob-
lems. During Intake she indicated her need of help for her 
"nervousness and irritability" but the female worker did not 
think this was in regard to Jim. It seemed rather to be over 
a fear of losing her husband who was seven years her junior. 
This was brought out during the treatment interviews when 
the mother admitted unfounded concern over the husband's 
"running around" and his not paying enough attention to her. 
=--~--=== ----=---=- = ===---===-= ·--=-~== 
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The writer feels this to be a form of not involving herself 
as part of Jim's problems as she sought help on an area re-
moved from the one the clinic intended to handle. The work-
er observed after three interviews that the mother "seems 
unaware of her ovm part in the problem at present, projecting 
a great deal out on her husband.u 
Projection seemed to be her primary defense during 
treatment as she suggested that her husband was the fault of 
Jim's problems. Her outstanding personality traits are exem-
plified by her masochistic attitudes t oward illness, her 
rigidity by attempting to toilet train Jim a t two weeks, and 
her identification with the child in his feelings of inferi-
' ori ty. 
The mother was offered ten interviews but failed 
seven giving what seemed to be inadequate excuses for the 
cancelations. Some of the excuses included, "not feeling 
well", "trouble with the car", and "punishment for Jim". 
Just how inadequate these excuses were was not brought out 
II as the worker made no attempt to enter the subject with her. 
She finally withdrew without giving any reason for doing so 
as she failed to answer letters sent to her by the worker. 
The only suggestion she gave of disatisfaction over treatment 
was a parting statement in her last interview over the amount 
of money she was paying as a fee. She said that she found it 
more of a burden than she had thought it would be when it was 
,, 
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first decided on at intake . The worker felt the reason for 
her withdrawal arose from too strong a transferance and her 
inability to compete with a female therapist for her son . Re-
garding the therapist it might be noted that it is the policy 
of the Center to have the parent seen by a different person 
1 than the child. 
There was no transfer of the workers during treatment 
although a different worker saw the mother at intake which is 
the usual practice at the Center. The status of the case at 
closing was unimproved which was the status of four of the 
1 six cases having eight or fewer treatment interviews . 
I 
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The following case is also one which was only seen 
for a small number of interviews. One of the outstanding 
features of the case is seen to be in the mother's desire 
for specific recommendations or 'trules" rather than help for 
herself in treatment. 
Case II 
Late in the first grade nine year old Lenny began 
having difficulty in finishing his work and became 
a reading problem. His mother came to the clinic 
referred by the family physician and she added that 
Lenny was stubborn and a "dreamer" to the school prob-
lems. Lenny has a brother thirteen and a sister aged 
six. The parents, aged forty and thirty-six with the 
father being the older of the two, are Jewish. 
Lenny's father is a salesman providing an appar-
ently adequate income for the family but is out of 
necessity absent from the family and home for a large 
part of the week. Although the mother commented about 
his interest in coming to the Center this was not 
11 followed through. Regarding the children the father's 
_ -+ __ only-~· corded : t ti tu~e was _"n~ _:r_ : nd if'r e~e_n~ •_beyond 
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their accomplishments. The intake worker was unable 
to solicit further information about the father. 
The mother was unable to bring out anything about 
herself during intake or treatment. 
During two intake interviews the mother impressed 
the worker as being a dependent person who has not 
been able to accept her youngsters'dependency needs. 
She saw help at this time for specific recommendations 
and not help for herself. At the intake conference 
the concensus of opinion pointed toward long and slow 
treatment. 
The mother was seen twice in treatment and after 
the first interview it was noted that the mother was 
resisting the close relationship of therapy. After 
the second interview she called to cancel any future 
interviews giving the reasons that she had too many 
things to do and that Lenny didn't need treatment at 
that time. The worker noted how the mother strongly · 
identified with the boy transfering many of her fears 
on to him (Projection) . No mention of the father was 
made in either interview. 
Withdrawal was felt to be on a partialy realis-
tic basis as the mother was pregnant 
Status at withdrawal: Unimproved 
Analysis 
Lenny's problems, because they were of such an extend-
ed nature and because the mother failed to indicate a real 
desire for help, were placed in Intake Group 2. They were 
first noticed while he was in the first grade but the mother 
waited to come to the Center until directed to do so by the 
family physician. Lenny was nine and one-half years old at 
that time which meant that a period of four years had e-
lapsed before help was sought. 
.I 
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The father's role in the family structure was des-
cribed by the intake worker as being uindifferent" to his 
children. The mother brought out how he does not want to 
take any responsibility for their rearing. She maintained 
t hat he becomes ver y angry at her if she asks him to do any 
discipl ining of the children since he is a t home such a short 
time each week. She quotes him as calling this "the dirty 
work". The father was not . seen during either intake or treat-
ment and the worker failed to elicit further information other 
than cursory remarks about his indifferent attitudes. The 
mother's attitude toward treatment was seen during intake to 
be one asking for specific recommendations. Her failure "to 
hear" about treatment for herself was noted by the worker. 
The worker suggested "that the person working with this woman 
' will find her to be quite resistive at times••. Going on, the 
worker spoke of how she might ask for direct advice and be 
annoyed if she did not get it. Also she had a great deal of 
diff icul t y expressing her hostility directly and was a partie-
ularly dependent person. 
When the treatment interviews were being set up the 
mother told the psychiatrist who was to treat her that every-
thing was much better so she wondered whether treatment was 
needed. After she decided to come in she was seen only twice 
before withdrawing. During that time she se t up resistances 
to treatme nt by changing times and sugges t ing great improve-
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ment since the time of the intake; an interval of seven months. 
While she was showing an attitude of resistance to treatment 
she also gave the impression of a very fearful woman. The 
fear stemmed from her feelings of inadequacy as a woman. The 
d e f ense she showed most repeatedly was projec tion of her fears 
onto her son. At the time she identified herself with him as 
is shown when she said "myu instead of "his n .while referring 
to the boy's s chool problems. 
After the second interview the psychiatrist felt he 
could not hold the mother in treatment because of the resis-
tances she had set up. This was borne out as she cancelled 
the next interview and finally withdrew because 11 she had too 
many things to do" and that Lenny did not need help at this 
time. It was felt there was some reality in the withdrawal 
since the mother was in her seventh month of pregnancy. How 
real this was could be questioned when considera t ion is given 
to the activity of women up until the last moment before de-
livery. 
The status at withdrawal was unimpr?ved and further 
treatment suggested for both the mother and child. 
The analysis of Case I shows the father's lack of 
, participation in the treatment as an outstanding feature in 
the case . It also points out how this is a factor in all 
cases except one. When it is coupled with the father's pas-
'I 
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sivity as it is in most cases, i t appears to have a bearing 
on the outcome of the treatment program. It is noted in Case 
II that the mother did not see the Center as a place to re-
1 ceive help for herself and her part in the problems of her 
child. This was seen in all the cases studied as the parent 
used intellectualization, projection, or rationalization as 
defenses against self-involvement. Features that the worker 
saw as part of the parent's personality showed indications of 
parental identifications with the child in twelve of the fif-
teen cases . The use of the term "identification'• was taken 
by the writer to be a descriptive term rather than a diagnostic 
1 
category. Further study of the personalities would be needed 
to completely evaluate this area, however, the preponderance 
of the identifications does show a similarity in a majority 
· of the cases. 
In Case II the worker was a male psychiatrist at the 
1 time of withdrawal. Traditionally the parents are carried 
1 mostly by the social service department in a GuidaDce Clinic 
which at the Center consists predominantly of women. Of all 
the cases studied twe lve withdrew while in treatment with 
women and three while in treatment with men. The cases were 
handled, with the one exception noted above, by social workers.
11 
The following cases III and IV are presented as rep-
·1 resentati ve of the second group of cases having twenty-.four 
or more treatment intervie ws. The fifth case, Case v, was not 
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presented because of the number of interviews held with the 
parents but because the father was included in the treatment 
program. 
Case III, having had thirty-six treatment interviews, 
shows a situation where the transfer of the worker was seem-
ingly well worked through but where the parent spoke of termin-
ation at that time. Also the question of the importance of 
vacation times is brought up i n this case. 
Case III 
Karen, aged six and one-half, was referred to the 
Center by the school nurse becaus e of temper tantrums 
at school, removal of pants at school, upsetting of the 
class, immature behavior, not learning, hyperactive, 
wringing her hands and slapping others. Her mother 
aged thirty, adds that she hardly sleeps at home. The 
family at home includes the father, two boys aged nine 
and one-half and four and one-half, and a girl aged 
three and one-half. Karen's problems are said to have 
existed throughout her development being first noticed 
as a feeding problem and then as "excitability". 
The father aged thirty is employed as a mechanic 
who works extremely long hours whi ch prevents his 
coming in contact with the children. He was not seen 
during intake and very little is brought out about him 
by the mother. It is known that he is an ''easy going'' 
rather passive man who was an only child. 
Karen's mother describes herself as being extremely 
nervous and appears to be preoccupied with fantasies 
about injury to her body. There is some basis for her 
fears in that she injured her arm nerves when she was 
sixteen and fractured her breastbone v1hen she was 
eight. She speaks of herself as being a quiet and 
compliant child in a family of three children. She 
was the only girl having a brother fifteen years her 
junior. The present nervousness is associated with the 
birth and caring for the children. She suffered a 
partial facial paralysis during the latter months of 
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the first pregnancy. 
During the singl e intake interview with the mother 
the father was not seen. It was brought out that she 
felt that Karen's problems were caused by physically 
based mental retardation. She did not include herself 
as part of the problem in any way. As an outgrowth of 
the intake int erview a diagnostic series was instit-
uted for Karen with her mother being seen during the 
period. At the end of five interviews there still was 
not a clear picture of the mother as she centered these 
interviews on the relating of everyday experiences. 
Treatment wa s undertaken after the diagnostic 
se r ies with a female worker seeing the mother twenty-
eight times before transfer to a male worker who saw 
her eight times before withdrawal. During this time 
there was only one cancellation because of illness. 
There was little change in this mother during treat-
ment as she saw herself as coming to the Center for 
her daughter and not for herself. Her strong ident-
ification with Karen was apparent as the girl appeared 
to be an extension of all the mother's forbidden 
impulses. The mother was seen to be impulsive and 
narcissistic during treatment. 
The transfer was seemingly well handled by the 
mother although she spoke of considering termination 
at or about t his time. 
Withdrawal came about after the worker's vacat-
ion when the mother failed to keep her appointment. 
When she was contacted the reason she gave for term-
ination was that Karen had not been helped nor did 
she receive help. 
Stat us at withdrawal: Slight improvement 
Analysis 
Karen's problems were of such a nature to be placed 
in Intake Group 3. Their durat ion having been placed since 
birth plus the factors of their pathology extending to all 
areas of her adjustment and her hyperaggressive activity. 
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The father was not seen during intake and the little 
material brought out about him suggests him to be a passive 
or "easy-going" person. The mother brought out how his work 
keeps him from the home a large amount of the time and as a 
consequence has little to do with the rearing of the children. 
The mother was seen in one intake interview and be-
cause she was unable to relate the problem clearly the child 
was seen diagnostically. Also during the intake interview 
the mother expressed the idea that she wanted rather direct 
services from the clinic in terms of advice and testing. Thi s 
was brought out when the mother asked first for a decision as 
to whether they should keep the child in school or not and 
then whether the child was retarded. The child was seen five 
times by a psychiatrist while the mother was seen by a social 
worker. At the end of the diagnostic series the mother was 
still not seen clearly as she presented a picture of "indif-
' ference" to Karen's problems. 
Treatment was undertaken with a guarded prognosis. 
Her first worker was a woman who saw her twenty-eight times 
before transfering her to a male worker. The transfer was 
seen to have been worked through satisfactorally as the mother 
related quickly to the worker in the same way as she had-to 
the earlier worker. However, in the first interview after 
the transfer she spoke of considering termination 1'several 
weeks ago". This was not felt to be a result of the transfe r 
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but rather her first expression of her overall attitude. She 
' felt t hat throughout the treatment she was coming to the Cen-
ter only for her daughter and not for herself. 
During treatment she was seen to be an impulsive and 
narcissistic person. The relationship between herself and 
the child was one of identification as the child seemed to 
be an extension of all the mother's forbidden impulses. This 
identification was both resented and denied bu t somehow fos-
tered in the child. Withdrawal came when the mother was con-
tacted after the worker's vacation as she failed her appoint-
ment. 
Regarding the withdrawal the reason she gave was not 
too clear but she spoke of not receiving help for herself or 
her daughter. Be cause of the coincidence of the vacation and 
the withdrawal , the question arises as to what affect that 
had on her decision. However, since she had spoken of the 
withdrawal at an earlier time the writer assumed that this 
' was not the reason she left treatment. Thi,s is not to say 
that special consideration should not be given at vacation 
times as the following case would indicate. 
Case IV, with twenty-eight treatment interviews, is 
the only case in the presentation where the re is not a male 
figure of some sort in the household. Also because of the 
short duration of the problem and its limited scope this is 
--=.;;; ~ = - -
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the only case in the study which falls. into Intake Group I. 
Case IV 
Sandra was referred to the Center by a friend of 
the family directly after she was found to be stealing 
from her grandmother's purse. She lives with her sis-
ter aged seven, her grandmother aged eighty, and her 
mother aged thirty-six. Sandra is nine. 
The father has been absent from the home for an 
undisclosed length of time, the mother having divorced 
him because of repeated swindling episodes and subseq-
uent jail sentences. He is described as being a 
smooth, good looking man, who would give tearful prom-
ises of repentance after his episodes of swindling. 
Sandra has some contact with him at birthdays and at 
Christmas when he sends gifts which are usually not 
what he promised. 
The mother grew up on a farm where her father 
sold eggs. She states she was practically an only 
child, since her only sibling was a fourteen year older 
brother who married. Her parents were not overly 
strict with her and she feels she was spoiled a great 
deal. She says, in connection with this that her daugh-
ter may get her spoiled nature from her but cantt re-
member whether she acted as Sandra does. 
In growing up in an atmosphere of elderly parents 
(her mother was forty-four when she was born) with a 
mother who lacked understanding and who was not able 
t o offer her the love she needed, the mother continues 
to seek this love in her present relationship with 
her own mother. She also speaks of putting up with 
a great deal to keep peace. She is now employed as 
a waitress where she comes in constant contact with 
the type of man she describes as being exactly like 
her husband. 
Sandra's mother was seen once during intake and 
the impression she gave the wor.ker was felt to be "cloudy". 1 
The worker did recognize a struggle with a tremendous 
amount of unconscious resistance. It was felt that 
she would find it difficult to form a close relation-
ship. During the treatment interviews the mother 
spoke with very little affect, seeming very guarded 
of her own feelings, and, in general, not very spon-
taneous in her conversation. While she was seen to 
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have little awareness of her part in the difficulties, 
Sandra and the grandmother are related by the mother 
in her ambivalence over her dependency on her own 
mother. 
Several weeks before withdrawal there was a trans-
fer of workers which seems to have been worked through 
well as the mother was able to ·relate quite well to the 
new worker. It was noticed by the worker how the 
mother was having difficulty over her dependency on 
the worker. She seemed to be more comfortable in 
this when the worker went away on vacation. On the 
worker's return she wrote telling how she felt her 
daughter had improved to a large extent and she there-
for e felt she couldn 1 t continue to come in. 
Over a period of seven and one-half months the 
mother was seen for a total of twenty-eight weekly 
interviews. During this time there was but one can-
cellation due to illness. The mother also came in on 
two occasions without Sandra. 
Status at withdrawal: Improved 
Analysis 
Sandra was nine years old when she was referred to 
the Center after having been found stealing from her grand-
mother's purse. She lives with her sister and mother with 
' the grandparent. 
In the single intake interview the mother gave a 
"cloudy" picture of herself. The worker did note a large 
amount of resistance particularly to forming close relation-
ships at this time. There was not an investigation of the 
mother's true evaluation of the problem nor her part in it. 
During the treatment interviews the mother spoke 
with little affect and continued to find it difficult to 
form a relationship strong enough for expression of feelings. 
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When the transfer of workers came about the mother seemingly 
adapted to the new female worker. It was soon noticed she 
was in reality having difficulty over her dependency needs in 
the new relationship. Withdrawal came about after the worker's 
vacation and can be perhaps given as a reason for the with-
drawal. 
The mother was seen for a total of twenty-eight treat-
ment interviews with only one cancellation. The reason given 
for withdrawal was given through her daughter as the mother 
expressed Sandra's desire to terminate. This is indicative 
of the mother's identification with the girl which was felt 
to stem from her own dependence and ambivalence toward the 
grandmother. 
In the second group transfer of the worker occur in 
seven of the nine cases with twenty-four or more interviews. 
In the seven transfer cases only one was seen to have a def-
inite effect on the withdrawal and it was questionable in one 
other case. 
The following case is the only one where the father 
took an active part in the treatment program. 
Case V 
Ten year old Bob, was referred to the Center by 
the school principal because he "doesn't fit in, doesn't 
want to do anything, prefers to be alone, .and he day-
dreams.~ In the home is the father aged thirty-five, 
the mother aged thirty-two, and a sister and brother 
aged five and three respectively. The problems are 
said to have existed for five years prior to applicat-
ion to the Center. 
The father is employed as a tool maker who comes 
from a strict Swedish family. His life is colored by 
a powerful father whom he resented but could not get 
out from control. His father was a very rigid, com-
pulsive man, who worked day and night, and who was 
always pushing Bob's father, allowing him no question-
ing. He refused to allow the father to choose his own 
profession and made a death bed wish for him to contin-
ue to work for an uncle. The outcome of this earlier 
life seems to be shown by the father's presently being 
a very dependent passive man in relation to his wife. 
He cannot manifest any aggression toward her and one 
t ime slipped and called her "my mother". 
The father was seen in treatment along with his 
wife and child. He came to the Center at his wife's 
suggestion and as it was seen he reacted strongly 
against it but was able to utilize both the transfer-
ence and his compulsivity in wanting to work out his 
problems. He showed a desire to terminate during the 
first six interviews but his wife decided to continue 
so he was forced to continue. 
The mother is the oldest of five children and 
was given a great deal of responsibility from an early 
age. Her performance was constantly compared un-
favorably with a younger sister. She was married at 
twenty-one after going with her husband for six years. 
Before the marriage she had gone into a panic because 
she had a strong feeling she would never have children, 
but she became pregnant immediately after marriage. She 
speaks of the pregnancy as being 11 beautiful 11 but when 
the child is born she feels it is a "waste of time to 
take care of it". 
Both parents were seen once during intake. The 
mother was seen to use intellectualization, projec-
tion, and aboidance of feelings as defenses in the 
intake interview. The father showed 11 striking iden-
tificationtt with his son during intake as he was seen 
to be living out his conflicts through him. 
Initially all the treatment details were handled 
by the mother but were later taken over by the father. 
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The mother and son were seen fifteen times with no 
cancellations whereas the father was seen eleven 
times with three cancellations. The reasons for his 
cancellations were the weather , work, and one with-
out explanation. Both parents were able to become 
involved in treatment with the father being better 
able to use relationship in a positive way. In fact 
the reason for termination was felt to be precipitated 
by the father's assuming his masculine role too 
quickly and thus finding it necessary to withdraw 
his family. The reason he gave was that he felt that 
Bob was now "happy and normal'• and further gains 
could be made only by the parents themselves on their 
own. 
Status at withdrawal: Some improvement 
Analysis 
In case V there are features which do not correspond 
with the majority of the cases. The most outstanding of 
these, and the basis for the rest, is the active partici-
pation of the father in treatment. In table VI the number 
of interviews listed for this case is twenty-six which in-
eludes fifteen for the mother and eleven for the father . 
The fact that the father terminated treatment is not felt to 
I have been caused £I the father's new found dominance directly, 
but rather because of his inability to cope with the dominance 
itself. This is pointed out in the reason given by the male 
worker for withdrawall when he states the father assumed 
the masculine role too quickly. 
l . See appendix vi. 
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The problems indicated by Bob, fall into the catagory 
of Intake Group I because of a fair degree of intellectual 
and emotional readiness of the parents for treatment for the 
chi l d although this grouping might be questioned. The prob-
lems have existed for approximately fifty percent oft he 
child 1 s life. 
As is noted above, the father, aged thirty-five, was 
seen in treatment. His early passivity is noted as he had 
his wife make all the early arrangements for treatment. This 
passivity was helped to some extent. His background is given 
as a very strict one where he was dominated by a compulsive 
and strict father. He was seen to have a "striking identifi-
cation" with his son and through him was living out his own 
earlier conflicts. Termination of treatment came through the 
father's feeling that the Center could be of no further help. 
The mother, aged thirty-two, was given a great deal 
of responsibility as a child and her performance was compared 
unfavorably with that of a younger sister. The impressions 
1 given at intake and carried through treatment indicate her to 
be a rigid personality who uses intellectualization, projec-
tion, and avoidance of feelings as her defenses. 
In all, the family was offered interviews for fifteen 
weeks and of these the father cancelled three for various 
realistic reasons. There was no transfer of workers in the 
case and the status at closing showed some improvement in the 
family. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine some of 
the factors which might be related to the parent's withdrawal 
from treatment at the Worcester Youth Guidance Center. To 
1 accomplish this purpose the general questions the writer asked 
were: Are there early indications as to possible withdrawal 
from treatment, and; are there factors in the treatment sit-
uation which might in themselves contribute toward withdrawal? 
In attempting to answer these general questions sev-
11 eral other questions arose which might have influenced the 11 
outcome of the cases. These questions were answered and 
• appear with a summary of the findings below. The method em-
ployed in this study was the analysis of fifteen cases which 
were recorded as "Withdrawn from Treatment". The analysis 
1 
I 
was carried out by the use of tables, lists, case summaries, 
and analysis of the case summaries. Four cases were chosen 
to be summarized as representative of the fifteen cases 
studied on the basis of the number of treatment interviews 
held with the parent prior to withdrawal. They comprised 
two groups. The first two cases being representative of the 
group of six cases having less than nine treatment interviews 
and the second two cases representing the group of nine cases 
having more than twenty-four interviews before withdrawing. 
A fifth case was summarized as it was the only case in the 
1 study where the father was seen in treatment. 
The writer felt that a study of the withdrawn case s 
to see if they provided some indication of why they withdrew 
could be incorporated into the study of the Intake policy now 
being made by the social service department of the Center. 
Recognition is made that because this is only a small sampling 
and because it was made in a single setting the conclusions 
can be valid only for the cases studied. The conclusions 
made, however, do indicate certain areas where attention 
should be focused in reviewing future cases as to the possi-
bility of withdrawal. The importance of being able to prog-
nosticate withdrawal prior to the Center's closing of the case 
as "Improved" is not only a consideration of the dollars and 
cents lost in "Unimproved" withdrawals but also the loss of 
precious time for the Center to serve the community in the 
best way possible. 
In attempting to answer the general questions several 
other questions arose as to factors which might have influ-
enced the outcome of the cases. These were: What was the 
duration and severity of the problem? What was the attitude 
of the parents toward treatment? Wha t was the referral 
source? Was there participation by both parents in the intake 
and treatment interviews? What were the factors in the 
parent's personality most outstanding to the worker? was 
there a transfer of workers and did this have any effect? 
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what was the discipline and sex of the worker at the time of 
withdrawal? Were there reality factors ope rating at the time 
of withdrawal (such as small children in the home or pregnancy 
' of the mother)? 
A s t udy of the duration of the problems prior to 
application shows that in twelve of the fifteen cases over 
four years had elapsed before help was sought. When this is 
compared to the age of the child upon referral it shows tha t 
the problems had been in evidence nearly fifty percent of the 
child's life. The conclusion can be drawn that the parent s 
must derive some satisfaction from having their child as he 
is. The indication that the parent is not coming to t he Cen-
ter entirely of h is own desire for help is b or ne out in the 
sourc e s of referral. All the referrals came from sources 
other t han the parent and in twelve of the fifteen cases re-
ferral came from school or other professional people. The 
type of person referring the case also indicates a form of 
pressure although this was not brought out as part of the case 
1 material. The severity of the probl em in terms of the Center 's 'l 
1 Intake Classification shows that of the fifteen cases fourteen 1: 
of them were in Intake Groups 2 and 3. The largest num~er 
into Group 3 or the most severe catagory. 
The attitude oft he parents toward treatment . was out-
stand i ngly demonstrated as the mother, in particular, in all 
of the cases did not look to the Center as a place to receive 
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help for herself and her part in the problems. She used 
, various defenses such as intellectualization, projection, or 
1 rationalization, as protection against becoming involved in 
the treatment process. This lack of involvement is basically 
contrary to the policy of the Center stated in Chapter IIl 
that the parents are accepted, not as mere informants or 
sources of information, but as individuals who are involved 
, in the complex and troubled relationship with the child. 
Their own emotional conflicts, especially those having to do 
with the child, are worked with to change the environment of 
the child. The father's attitude toward treatment is no t 
fully brought out in the case material as only one father was 
seen in treatment and with one other father comprised the two 
seen in intake. One attitude of a father was recorded as an 
objection to treatment and was taken as the cause of with-
drawal. The remaining attitudes are alluded to in the mother's 
comments as to the father's nindifferent" attitude toward the 
children which the writer feels extended into the treatment 
of the ch ild. 
The importance shown in the attitude of the parents 
indicates to the writer that the Center could profit by ex-
tending its intake process until it can be reasonably sure of 
the real desire of the parents for treatment of themselves 
1. Supra Chapter II p.7 
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I and the child. ,. Emphasis should be placed on drawing the 
!I 
fathers into whatever phase of treatment he can realistically 
participate in. The raising of children was not intended to 
be handled by only one member and it seems that if a clinic 
is to under take to help the development of a child it must 
involve both parents rather then just the mother. 
The factors in the personali t y most noted concerning 
the parents was the identification on the part of the mother 
with the child and the passivity of the father. Fenichal2 
points out that certain character types are governed by a 
need to give to others what they did not get themselves, en-
joying the ''getting 11 by means of identification with the 
person to whom they give. This is pointed out in Cas e III 
when it was felt by the worker that the identification of the 
mother with the child was an extension of the mother's for-
1 
bidden impulses3. It is indicated that parental identification! 
:I 
.I 
I 
with the child does play an important part in the withdrawal j, 
as this was an element in twelve of the fifteen cases studied. ll 
I 
II 2. Otto Fenichal. The Psychoanalytic Theory of 
Neurosis p. 333 I 
3· Supra Chapter IV p. 41 
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1 Further , the passivity of the father is demonstrated in four-
1 teen cases. Complete investigation of the parents' personality , 
and its effect on treatment would be outside the scope of this 1 
study; however, the writer feels that the indications of at 
1 least the above two factors are strong enough to conclude that 
' the parents' personalities play a large part in the success 
or failure of a case. This too is an area that can be in-
vestigated in a more complete study of the intake process and 
evaluated as to pqssible future withdrawal. 
It can be concluded that there are early indications 
of possible withdrawal. These indications include the long 
, duration and severity of the problem, the lack of self re-
ferral, the lack of involvement of the mother as to her part 
of the problem, the lack of participation in the treatment 
program, and the parts of the parents personality which have 
some bearing on the movement of the case. These are all 
things which could be investigated more fully in the intake 
process. The records show that this was not done . 
One of the areas studied regarding the factors in the 
treatment situation which might lead to vii thdrawal was the 
transfer of the worker. There was at least one transfer of 
· workers in seven of the fifteen cases. Only two out of the 
seven showed indications of having an affect on the with-
drawal and only one of these two was the definite reason for 
I the withdrawal. Other indications of the effect of separation 11 
I~ ~~- ~~ -~ -··-· ~-
II 
4.5 
from the worker came as two cases withdrew at the time of the 
worker's vacation. 
One of the questions which came up in relation to the 
general questions concerned the effect of the sex and 
dis·cipline of the worker . It was pointed out in Chapter II 
that at the Center case work with parents is carried on by 
all disciplines but it is usually the role of the social 
worker to work with the parent4. Fourteen of the withdrawn 
cases had social workers and one had a psychiatrist at the 
time of withdrawal. Of these, twelve were women and three, 
including the psychiatrist1 were men. The study did not pre-
sent conclusive evidence that the discipline or sex or the 
worker had any effect on the possible withdrawal of the cases 
studied. 
Regarding the existance of reality factors at the 
time of withdrawal there is some question as to how much they 
are in operation. Several of the cases had small children in 
the home but so do most of the clients s een in the Center. 
Two of the clients were fairly late in their pregnancy but 
not late enough to prohibit their travel nor did they give 
1 this as a reason for withdrawal. 
From the above there is not conclusive evidence in 11 
the fifteen cases presented to indicate that there are factors 11 
4· Supra Chapter II p. 8 
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in the treatment situation which might in themselves con~ 
tribute toward withdrawal. The areas investigated concerning 
the sex and discipline of the worker, the transfer of the 
worker and its effect, and the reality factors involved in 
the withdrawal did not support the possibility of a definite 
I effect of these factors. There are indications, however, that 
special emphasis should be placed on the time of transfer and 
vacation time of the worker. Four of the cases suggested 
difficulty at this time and the difficulty could have meant 
' withdrawal. App~e~ : 
!~!(!~~ 
Ri chard K. Conant 
. Dean 
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SCHEDULE 
'' Name: Age sex 
Referral source: 
Problems and Duration Prior to Treatment: 
Family: 
Siblings Age sex 
Father Age occupation 
Attitude Toward Treatment Involvement 
History Persona lity 
Mother Age Occupation 
Attitude Toward Treatment Involvement 
His tory Personality 
Number of Interviews : 
Father 
Mother 
1 Ntwber of cancellations: Reasons for Cancellations: 
Impression at Intake: 
Reasons for Withdrawal : 
Parent 
Center 
Transfer of Worker: 
Status at Withdrawal: 
I 
,, 
I 
'I 
jl 
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INTAKE CLASSIFICATION 
INTAKE - GROUP I 
Short-term cases , presumably amenable to treatment in les s 
than one year . 
A. would be characterized by : 
1. Non-extensive pathology . 
2. Recent onset and short duration of symptom. 
3. Reasonably good overall adjustment i n past. 
4. Reasonably stab l e and pos i tive environment. 
5. Intellectual and emotional readiness of parents for 
treatment of' child and f or parente.l own responsibility 
in participation in treatment. 
B. Mi ght include such cases as : 
1 . Adolescent upset. 
2. Reaction to recent trauma. 
3 . Recent emergence of limited delinquent activity. 
4. Neurotic disturbance of childhood expres se d in 
a) Sleep "disturbance . 
b) Temper tantrQms. 
c) Food refusal. 
5. some school difficulties of recent orig~n. 
I 
I 
I 
'I II 
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INTAKE CLASSIFICATION 
(continued) 
INTAKE - GROUP II 
Moderate length cases , presumably amenable to treatment in 
one to two years. 
A. would be characteriz ed by: 
1. Pathology not exten d ing to all are as of c hild t s adjust-
ment. 
2. Reasonably stable and positiv e envi ronment . 
3. A :fair degree of intellectual and emotional readiness 
of parents for treatment of child and for at least 
the mother's own responsible participa tion in treat-
ment . 
B. Might include such cases as : 
- -- . 
·- -
1. Adolescent upset . 
2. Reaction to recent or earlier specific trauma. 
3. Limited delinquent activity. 
4. Neurotic dis turbance of childhood expressed in s uch 
symptoms as: 
6. 
a ) Sleep d i s t ur bance. 
Temp er t antrums. 
c) Feeding problems. 
d) Phobic responses . 
e) Ob s e ssional symptoms (without well-organized 
obsess i onal neurosis.) 
f) Spe e ch disorders . 
Specific and n on- extens ive learning problems in 
chi ldren of average or better intelligence. 
Latency period hypera ggressive hype l"'active child. 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
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INTAKE CLASS IFI CNI' I ON 
(continued) 
INTAKE - GROUP III 
would be characterized to be any of the following: 
1 . Pathology extending to most areas of child t s 
adjustment, (i . e., home , school and peer relationships.) ' 
2. Considerable symptomatology from the first yea:r . 
unstable unfavorable reality situation, including such 
i ·tems as: 
. a) considerable social pathology in home . 
b) History of unsatisfactory placement. 
c) Unfavorable attitudes and inadequate resources ~ 
in corrrrnunity. 
4. One or both parents delinquent or severely disturbed . 
5. Parents or child markedly ambivalous about treatment 
process . 
B. Might include such cases as: 
1. psychosis and pre-psychotic states. 
2. Severe learning difficult~es. 
3. Delinquency of extensive character or very long 
duration. 
4. Extensive neurotic dis ·turbances such as: 
a) Long term isolated and restricted personality. 
b) Definitive neurosis. 
a . Phobic. 
b. Obsessive - compulsive . 
c. Hysteria. 
c) Deviations in psychosexual development . 
Hyperaggressive hyperactive child. 
1
,, 
'I 
I 
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v 
REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL 
case Mother 
I No reply to inquiry 
II 
III 
Child didntt need treat-
ment . 
Mother' and child did not 
receive help . 
Clinic 
Too strong a transference; 
inability to compete with 
female therapist fOl'' son. 
Partially because of 
pregnancy. 
Inability of mother to 
handle aggression arising 
from childts improvement. 
It 
I 
i 
I 
IV No further reason to come 
in. Child improved. 
Difficulty over dependency. ~ 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
XIV 
XV 
Child did not need 
help. 
further Father assw:n.ing masculine 
role too quickly. 
Work prevented her coming 
in . 
No reason . 
Things were going well. 
No need of further help. 
Child improved. 
Mo ther was not getting 
help . 
No reason given. 
Center not helping 
child. 
Child did not want ' to 
come in. 
Time better used by some-
one who did not cancel as 
much. 
Mother was unable to let 
child express her hostili -
ty. 
worker felt something 
she said; mother could not 
stand changes . 
Resistance. 
No reason . 
Worker producing too much 
anxiety. 
Lack of direct advice. 
Father's resistance. 
Pregnancy and Center's 
not meeting motherts 
needs. 
Mother could not bear 
changes in child. 
Guilt over seduction or 
worker. 
I 
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TOWNS IN THE GREATER VIJORCES'l'ER AREA 
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Worcester 
Auburn 
Boyls ton 
Grafton 
Holden 
Leicester 
Millbury 
North Grafton 
Paxton 
Shrewsbury 
West Boylston 
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